Dear Colleagues,

Welcome to The ICOCIMS: The International student Congress of Clinical Innovation and Medical Sciences!

We are thrilled to announce you the first edition of the first Italian bio-medical congress for students and young researchers, with an international background since its beginning. This edition is going to take place in Parma (Italy) on the 9th-10th-11th of November 2023, and it is endorsed by the University of Parma. Participations are open for each kind of students and researchers that may have an interest in medical sciences and innovations, no matter which is the original background. Everyone who is interested may apply for poster and oral sessions, to present its own works, or may participate as auditor and listen to academic lectures and discussions focused on the personalized medicine and new frontiers of care and therapy.

This Congress aims to promote a mutual share of knowledges between young people coming from several different backgrounds, to build up an international network which may provide future collaborations and benefits to every participant. Interdisciplinary collaborations and young minds are two of the fundamental cornerstones of The ICOCIMS, which is born to create a stage where young scientists can challenge themselves at a relevant level and find a dynamic environment where meet colleagues and develop new knowledges and fruitful collaborations.

Applications for poster and oral sessions are going to open soon, if you are interest please keep in touch with us through our main channels:

- E-mail: info@icocims
- Instagram: @icocims
- LinkedIn: ICOCIMS - International student Congress on Clinical Innovation and Medical Sciences

If you have any request or want more information, please contact us, we will be glad of helping you!

Challenge yourself: we are already looking forward to meet you in Parma!
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